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How many years we can open at a time in asset a/c? 

 

What is full form of XP ?  

 

What is trigger ? 

 

what is call by value & call by reference ? 

 

What is Pointer ? 

 

who prepare test plan? 

 

what is RFC?types of RFCs?please any one can give me the interfaces in sap abap 

with example? 

 

what is basic diff b/w 4.7e and ecc 5.0. or 6.0?any one knows please give me exact 

answer? 

 

how to print 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 using any loop(for or while) only 

once(only 1 loop) and maximum 2 variables using C. 

 

what is a difference between user exist and coustmer exist? 

 

What is QTP? What is Regression and retest? What is end to end testing? What is 

Latest QTP version and TD version? TD is test mgmt tool or resource mgmt tool? 

Why QTP and WR is called mercury interactive tool? Difference between end to end 
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and system testing? Types of Testing performed in your project? What is testing 

component? What is test script?  

 

when u use REPEATE,EXIT flow steps? 

 

What are the commands for BDC to pass specified values directly to a Batch Input 

Session..? 

 

How to run a report in background??and if we try to run in foreground it says"this 

report sud be run in background".what can be done in this case?? 2-And how sud we 

stop a report running in background?? 

 

Name of the ABAP program to delete background jobs? 

 

how can be restore a project deleted in lsmw? 

 

How to resolve -504 sql code in DB2? 

 

How to resolve -407 sql code in DB2? 

 

How to resolve -917 sql code in DB2? 

 

How to resolve -502 sql code in DB2? 

 

How to resolve -805 error in DB2? 
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How to resolve -818 sql code in DB2? 

 

if you update view? where we store the data? 

 

how many types of index? 

 

WHAT IS MANDATORY STEPS FOR PAYABLE MODULE BEFORE ENTERING 

TRANSACTION ? 

 

can we write implementation for a method with in another method? 

 

What if we fail to give values in columns declared as NOT NULL ? 

 

what is differnece between DROP TABLE & DELETE TABLE . 

 

My cobol program(not having any sql statements) is calling another cobol program ( 

having sql statements), what is needed for compilation and run in jcls . 

 

Explain Client Import in SAP? 

 

what are the metrics you are following? 

 

how to delete all duplicate records from a table using subquery? 

 

1.what is radio button 
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2.drop down list 

3.multiview 

4.concept of oops 

5.diff. bet. Array & link list. 

 


